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Abstract. An approximate procedure is proposed for calculating of the temperature field in a one-layer wall under
harmonic variations of the external air temperature with regard to phase transitions of moisture within the wall. The
trend of the freezing front displacement within the wall is researched as time goes on depending on relative thermal
stability of the wall material and average thermal lag of the freezing layer. The engineering formulae are obtained for
quantitative estimation of the front displacement offering determination of the peak value of its waves and their time lag
with respect to the external temperature oscillations. The estimation of accuracy of the proposed calculation procedure
is carried out and the limits of its suitability are detected. It has been shown that the error of the procedure falls in the
limits of initial data under the magnitudes of the air temperature and thermal properties of employed materials meeting
with in practice if the freezing front lays beyond the bounds of the violent temperature oscillation layer.
Keywords: external enclosures, temperature field, moisture, phase transition, calculation procedure.

1. Introduction

In the presented paper the distribution of temperature waves in an one-layer outside enclosure is considered
in view of phase transitions of moisture contained in the
enclosure material. The purpose of this research was to
develop a technique for accounting temperature fluctuations in an enclosure under specified conditions. This is
important, as any protecting design comprises a certain
quantity of moisture that is absorbed from air of a premise
and during a testing phase transitions while in service of
an enclosure. A number of investigations on moisture behaviour in building envelope are provided yet, especially in
northern countries [I, 2]. In Lithuania with a concern about
the durability of outer layer at aggressiveness of climatic
changes the research results are presented in [3, 4].
At the same time, until now an account of an
enclosure's thermal stability was not taken into consideration. This will be shown below as well as the significant error because of high inertial properties of the phase
border. Besides, this research on the behaviour of a freezing front plays an important role in the study of a real
thermal and a humidity regime of the enclosure and the
questions that are connected with the durability of protecting designs.

2. The research objectives
For the research realisation we will solve a problem
of the distribution of temperatures in a section of a wall

depending on a time assumption, where the temperature
field is one-dimensional, the temperature of the outside
air changes by the harmonic law, and the temperature of
the internal air is constant.

3. The research method
In this case the mathematical formulation of the task
looks as follows: it is necessary to solve the thermal conductivity equation [5]
oT!d't = ao2T/dx2,
(I)
at boundary and entry conditions:
x = 0: Te =
x = 0: T;

T,,v +A cos ( W't); (A.OT!ox)<=+O= (Tix=+O- Te)ae;

= const;

-(A.OT!ox)x=O-o= f11x=O-o - T)a;. (2)

Here T is the temperature of a wall, X - the spatial coordinate, o - the thickness of a wall, A. and a - accordingly factors of the thermal and temperature conductivity of the wall material; a .. and a; - factors of convective heat exchange between a wall and according to the
external and internal air; Te and T; - temperatures of the
outside and internal air. A, (I} and Tav are the amplitude,
frequency of fluctuations and the average magnitude of
Te for the period.
Therefore on the border of the unit of phases (at
the freezing front) the following conditions take place
[6]:
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X = XF: Tlx=xF--{)

p r,ilx;at

=

1lx=xF+O

= 0;

=(AilT/iJx),=xF--{) -(AilTidx)x=xF+O'

(3)

(the Stephan condition)
Where XF is the co-ordinate X of the phase border of
the moisture contained in the wall material, rm is the
specific melting heat of water and p is the volumetric
humidity of the wall material (weight of the moisture on
volume unit of the enclosure).
At the task stating in the form (1}-(3) we neglected
the moisture flow through the wall material and processes
of evaporation/condensation on its surfaces because of
their small influence on the basic process. Also, we considered that the moisture is distributed in the thicker wall
uniformly. Nevertheless, even in such a case the analytical decision of the task is extremely difficult and inconvenient for practical use [7]. Therefore we shall offer
some simplifications allowing the receiving of an acceptable result for engineering practice.
First of all, we consider that the temperature waves
are distributed outside only up to the freezing front, ie
to XF' and further the distribution of the temperature
corresponds to a stationary one for each time moment.
To make such an assumption, the value of rm of water
(334 kJ/kg) allows, owing to the fact that the freezing
front has a large thermal inertia. More precisely, the
magnitude of criterion cA/rm' where c is the specific heat
capacity of the wall material determining the ratio between heat accumulation in a file of the enclosure and at
the freezing front, for the usual values of A (near 5 degrees) does not exceed 0,02, that lays within the limits
of usual accuracy of engineering accounts. Therefore a
specified simplification is admitted.
Besides, we will take advantage of the linearity and
uniformity of the Fourier-Kirchhoff equation (I) and
properties of boundary tasks with harmonic boundary
conditions [5] and we present a task as a superposition
of two situations:
I) stationary:
X = 0: Te = Tm·; (AdTf()x)x=+O
x =

o:

T; = const; -(f...dTI()x)x=li-o =

F.av

=

(T!x=li-o -

A./a.; +OArte lf...tti +Ar fa.e
Arte / A[ti -I

~

+11.

I
r

0.

e.

(5)

= 0: Te = Acos(OYt); (f...dTI()x)x=+O =<Tix=+O- Te)a.e;

X= 0: T;

0: Te

=

Acos(OYt); (f...dTI()x)x=+O

X= XF: Tlx=xF--{) = 1lx=xF+0

=<Tix=+O- Te)a.e;

=0.

(6)

The scheme of the temperature waves distribution
in an external enclosure under these conditions is shown
in Fig where AxF is the amplitude of Xr
T

The scheme of the temperature waves distribution in an
external enclosure

For the solution of this task we shall take advantage of a method of complex functions [8], and for complex temperature, the statement of a task will be written
down as follows:
x =

o: ee =

Aexp(iOYt)·' (f...detax)x=+D

=(81 x=+D - ee)a.e'·
(7)

X= XF: 8L%xF-O: 8l,%xF+O: 0.

Method of variable division gives the solution as

E> =

Aexp(irot)sin[<x-xF ~]

[~- (A.cpro I a; 1'2 sin [x
)r

F

.Jirol a + arctg (J iA.cpror I Cl.e )] ,
(8)

T)a.;. (4)

Where 1.. 1 and f...r are according to thermal conductivity factors of wall sites saturated with a liquid and
firm moisture;
2) non-stationary:
x

X=

=(Tix=+O- Ta)a.e;

When for the average value of XF for the period is
received then:
X

receive a task about the distribution of temperature waves
in a flat wall without phase transformations with mixed
boundary conditions of the 3rd and l st type:

=0; -(AdTI()x)x=li-O =Tlx=li-o 0.;-

(5*)

The condition (3) on the phase border is maintained.
Now we shall make one more simplification: we assume,
that in the lst approximation XF = xF.av = const, and we

where c is a specific heat capacity of wall material, kJ/kg K.
Since (f...cpro )Y 2 = S r is the heat admittance factor of a
wall material saturated with a firm moisture, and

X (ro/ a

i

2

= Dx is the thermal inertia of a wall layer by
thickness X [9], after some transformations, the complex
solution is the result:

e=

Aexp(iOYt)sin[(Dx- DF

(t-s; /a.;}'

2

)Ji]

(9)

sin[DF.Ji +arctg(.Ji·s, ta.J
2

Where DF = X F ( ro/ a )1/ is the thermal inertia of
a wall layer up to the freezing front. Now it is possible
to take advantage of the Stephan condition (3) and to
determine with its help the change of a situation of the
(14) freezing front, depending on the time. With the as-
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sumptions 8 = 0 + Oi for X > X F , the Stephan condition in this case is the following:
P rmdx /d't

= (Ad81dx)x=xF--D'

(1 0)

Substituting in ( 10) expressions for 8 from (9), after some simplifications we can receive:

the specified additional thermal flow to a flow causing
the freezing front displacement and to determine a degree of influence of the front that is moving a temperature field in an external part of the enclosure. After some
transformations to the module of the specified attitude
we find:
112

prmdX F I d't =
A exp(iOYt }s r Ji
2

0 -[ 2rm(l-s;la;) ]
( 11)

(1-s; Ia; )' sin[DFJi +arctg(Ji·sr lae}]
After the integration we find the required expression for XF in a complex kind:

A·:;[exp(iOYt)-1]

prmiro(l- s; I a; J sin [D F

. (l 2 )

Ji + arctg (Ji-s r I ae )]

Where the integration constant was determined from
a condition of equality to zero of both parts of expression (12), on the average for the period.
Allocating now real parts from (12), we receive a
final result as some function XF = X~r); then we will
find the specified value of 8 by substituting (9) for X
ctxpressions X*XF·a/X~'t). After that the real part of 8
in sum with the stationary solution gives the required
distribution of the temperature on the section of a wall.
On the basis of the offered algorithm, a computer
program was made, with the help of which the calculations were carried out. The analysis of the received results shows their qualitative affinity to a picture of distribution of temperature waves under usual conditions,
ie without an account of the phase's transformations.
Besides, it is obvious that at the harmonic change of Te
the value of XF changes harmonically too, with a certain
shift of phases in relation to Te' that also corresponds to
the physics of the investigated phenomenon.
Let us estimate now the error of the approximate
solution (9Hl2). For this purpose we shall determine
the jump of amplitude of the thermal flow fluctuation at
the freezing front, connected with its inertial properties.
Then we shall compare it with the amplitude of a thermal flow causing changes in the time of the allocation
of XF and, with the occurrence of a non-stationary component of a temperature field in the field of a wall with
T > 0. This is we neglected at the conclusion (9). It is
possible to find this amplitude from the expression ( 11 ).
Using the solution [9] for the one-sided freezing of a
flat wall and transforming it to a kind which takes into
account the harmonic character of the outside temperature change, we shall receive:

~(Aq )= [

2AA.prmro ]1/2
exp(-DF I J2)

q -

(13)

If we divide the left and right parts of expressions
(13) and (11) apart, it is possible to find the relation of

Ac·exp(- D F I

(l 4 )

J2)

Therefore in the formula (14) there is a dimensionless parameter Ac/r . It is obvious that the more o the
more will be the reiative thermal inertia of the fre~zing
front, and the more effective it detains fluctuations of a
thermal flow. Thus the magnitude of o can be accepted
as the criterion determining the applicqability of the received decision from the point of view of an allowable
error of engineering accounting. Accordingly, at a quantitative estimation, it appears that the error of the decision (9-12) makes, in relative expression, no more than
10-15 % (return size to oq).
Therefore the complication of the decision for a
temperature field by corrective action which is taking
into account the displacement of the freezing front, practically is inexpedient if we mean that accuracy of the
initial data (A, S etc) and especially the allowable mistake of the engineering account makes 5-10 %, ie it is
less than the error ( 12). This means, that it is possible to
be limited to the specification of the value of XF at calculation D F' as it is made in the note of the formula
(12). It is actually enough at each time moment to carry
out a scaling of a temperature field at the expense of the
moving border with zero temperature without accounting the distortions which are brought in by the penetration of fluctuations of a thermal flow for freezing front.

4. The research results
The numerical realisation of the solutions (9H 12)
is feasible only with the help of a computer, as the analytical allocation of a material part from (9H 12) results
in bulky calculations. Therefore we shall carry out a research on the behaviour of the complex solution, depending on the parameters included in it for the reception of
dependence and suitable for hand-operated calculations.
First of all, we will address the expression XF' ie it interests us to the highest degree. From ( 12) we can receive:
X F --

't •

Asr f ('t ) +X F.av ·
prmro

(15)

Where the complex As r I prmoo does not depend on
S r I ae and DF' and the function f is the real part of

expression
exp(iOYt )-1
~/2

i (1- s; I a;)

sin[DF

Ji +arctg(Ji·sr I ae )]

.

( 16 )
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It is obvious that f should be the harmonic function
and we shall search for it as:

The functions B and <p are defined on the basis of
a numerical study of the behaviour of the function f at
various S r I a.e and DF with the help of a special computer program. According to the results of this account,
diagrams are constructed which can be already be used
for practical calculations. The analysis of these diagrams
shows their good conformity to the physics of the investigated process and allows one to look after the law of
change of the amplitude and phase of fluctuations of the
freezing front with its distance from an outside surface
of a wall and with a change of heat exchange conditions
[ 10]. Besides, the kind of curves received in a certain
measure prompts the structure of the approximation formulas for B and <p, which can be received for a zone "of
regular fluctuations" (practically at D F > I):
B = 1,85exp(-0,56sr I a.e- DF I
<p = 2,33- DF I J2 -0,36Sr I a.e.

fi.}

5. Example
As an example, we can quote the results of calculation of the value A,F for the styrofoam thermal insulation layer with () = 0,2 m and magnitudes of its physical
parameters [II] c = 1340 J/kg K, A.r = 0,052 Wl(m K),
p = 10 kg/m3, S = 0,82 Wl(m 2 K) and A = -5 °C (24-hour
amplitude for Moscow) and for comparing the brick wall
with () = 0,51 m, c = 880 J/kg K, A.r = 0,81 Wl(m K),
p = 36 kg/m 3 and S = 10,12 Wl(m 2 K). Then using formulae (15)-(18) we obtain magnitudes A,F equal to 4,65
and 4,31 mm correspondingly. Calculation with the help
of the computer using direct solution of the equation system (I )-(3) by finite-differential scheme gives the results of 5,48 and 4,70 mm, ie disagreement does not
exceed 8-14 %, that is not more than the accuracy of
initial information given in [II].
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6. Conclusions
Finally for

Where XF.av is calculated by the formula (5) and B
and <p by the formulas ( 18), the above is true. Therefore
with DF it is convenient to determine this as X F ·S r I A. r .
By a further development of a technique it is also
possible to receive the settlement ratio for T, as well as
to apply the found dependence to a case of a multi-layer
enclosure. The results can be used at accounting for the
thermal stability of enclosures.

(18)

The accuracy of the given dependence under the
condition of S r I a.e <I ,2, that is almost always observed
in real conditions, it is not worse than 3-5 %. Besides,
as the formulas ( 18) are received in a criteria kind, they
are universal for a wide spectrum of magnitudes of set
parameters.
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XF

we can receive:
(19)

